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Hysteresis-loop overskewing in the light of a novel nucleation mode
R. Skomski, J. P. Liu, and D. J. Sellmyer
Department of Physics and Astronomy and Center for Materials Research and Analysis,
University of Nebraska, Lincoln, Nebraska 68588

It is demonstrated that the magnetostatic demagnetizing factor is not the only sample-shape
dependent contribution to the hysteresis loop. There are also exchange contributions, which lead to
interesting effects, particularly in nanostructures. An example is the recently discovered bulging
mode in two-phase nanomagnets. The bulging mode exhibits the angular symmetry of the coherent
mode, but it is incoherent due to its radial variation and gives rise to negative demagnetizing factors.
© 2000 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-8979~00!74908-5#

Two-phase nanostructures are of great interest in perma-
nent magnetism and magnetic recording, because the number
of pure compounds meeting specific magnetic requirements
is limited and the magnetic performance of two-phase struc-
tures may be better than that of single-phase magnets. This
refers in particular to the permanent-magnet energy product,
where an enhancement has been predicted due to the admix-
ture of soft material.1 On this basis, room-temperature en-
ergy products as high as about 400 kJ/m3 ~50 MGOe! have
recently been obtained in iron-rich two-phase Pt–Fe thin
films.2 This energy product is close to energy products of the
present record-holder Nd2Fe14B and clearly exceeds energy
products achieved in single-phase PtFe materials.

Since permanent magnets are used in well-defined
shapes,3 one has to account for the influence of a sample’s
shape on the hysteretic behavior. A widely used method is
hysteresis-loop skewing~shearing!, where the magnetization
is plotted as a function of the internal fieldH85H2DM
rather than as a function of the applied fieldH. The factorD
is usually interpreted as a magnetostatic demagnetizing fac-
tor; for homogeneously magnetized ellipsoids of revolution
magnetized along the axis of revolution,D5D i equals 0 for
long cylinders ~needles!, 1/3 for spheres, and 1 for thin
films.4

Here we present theoretical and experimental evidence
which questions the purely magnetostatic demagnetizing-
field concept and shows that there are sample-shape depen-
dent exchange contributions.

For simplicity, we will restrict ourselves to a nucleation-
field analysis of the problem, that is to the reverse magnetic
field H52HNez at which the remanence energy minimum
becomes unstable.3,5 In the simplest case, nucleation occurs
at M5M sez and leads to complete magnetic reversal, corre-
sponding to a rectangular hysteresis loop whose coercivity
Hc is equal toHN .

A semiphenomenological way of discussing magnetic
reversal is Kronmu¨ller analysis.6 In the present context we
can write

HN5
2K1

m0Ms
2DeffMs , ~1!

whereK1 is the first uniaxial anisotropy constant,Ms is the
spontaneous magnetization, andDeff is an effective demag-
netizing factor. Instructurally homogeneousellipsoids of
revolution having an easy magnetization axis parallel to the

axis of revolution there are two exact eigenmodes of interest.
If the ellipsoid’s radiusR is smaller than a coherence radius
Rcoh, then the dominant exchange interaction yields coherent
~uniform! nucleation@Fig. 1~a!#, whereas for radii larger than
Rcoh magnetostatic interactions give rise to curling@Fig.
1~b!#.7 For spheres and long cylinders~magnetized needles!
one obtains Rcoh55.099AA/m0Ms

2 and Rcoh

53.682AA/m0Ms
2, respectively.3,5 In these equations,A is

the exchange stiffness. As a rule,Rcoh is about 10 nm for a
wide range of materials.

Coherent rotation and curling yield the well-known
nucleation fields3,5

HN5
2K1

m0Ms
1

1

2
~123D !Ms ~2!

and

HN5
2K1

m0Ms
1

c~D !A

m0MsR
22DMs , ~3!

respectively. Herec58.666 for spheres (D51/3) and c
56.780 for long cylinders (D50). Comparing Eqs.~2! and
~3! with Eq. ~1! yields the respective effective demagnetizing
factors

Deff5
1
2~3D21! ~4!

and

Deff5D2
c~D !A

m0Ms
2R2 . ~5!

FIG. 1. Free-surface nucleation modes in a sphere:~a! coherent rotation and
~b! curling. The figure shows thex andy magnetization deviations in thex-y
plane~top view on the equatorial plane!.
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Although these equations are equivalent to Eqs.~2! and ~3!,
they exhibit a number of interesting features:~i! in general,
Deff depends on the radius of the ellipsoid;~ii ! the magneto-
static interpretation of the demagnetizing factorDeff5D is
restricted to curling in macroscopic magnets, whereR is very
large; ~iii ! interatomic exchange tends toreducethe demag-
netizing factor;~iv! the length scale which governs the onset
of exchange contributions is the~proper! exchange length
1ex5AA/m0Ms

2,8 and ~v! even in the macroscopic limit the
resultDeff5D cannot be reduced to a magnetostatic demag-
netizing factor. The last comment is related to the fact that
the ‘‘internal’’ field acting on the central spin in a spherical
magnet is zero rather than2M /3 ~see, e.g., p. 58 in Ref. 3!.
In fact, the appearance of the termD in Eq. ~5! has a differ-
ent origin: from Fig. 1~b! we see that the curling mode ex-
hibits a nonnegligible degree of flux closure, which is ener-
getically favorable and facilitates magnetic reversal. This
flux-closure contribution toDeff cannot be interpreted as a
demagnetizing fields in homogeneously demagnetized ellip-
soids of revolution, but accidentally it has the same magni-
tude.

The skewing~shearing! of hysteresis loops is a method
to account for the sample-shape dependence of extrinsic
magnetic properties, but the experimental aspects of this pro-
cedure are by no means trivial. For example, in Ref. 2 the
complete neglect of the demagnetizing factor (D50) gave
rise to an unphysically low energy product of about 40
MGOe, whereas puttingD51, as appropriate for thin films,
would yield anoverskewingof the loop with an extrapolated
energy product of more than 60 MGOe~Fig. 2!. Similar
difficulties are encountered in other magnetic systems. By
comparing the magnetization curves of Ni and Sm2Fe17N3

particles fixed in epoxy resin the experimental demagnetiz-
ing factors areD i50.14 andD'50.33,9 so thatD i12D'

50.80 rather thanD i12D'51.
It is instructive to compare our qualitative approach with

experimental procedures to circumvent the problem of over-
skewing. To obtain a reasonable (BH)max value, Liu et al.2

used an approximate skewing procedure based on the as-
sumption of an infinite slopedM/dH5` at H5Hc ,10 and
obtained (BH)max552.8 MGOe forD50.48. The approxi-
mate character of this method is evident from a simple
counter-example: an ensemble of independent particles hav-
ing a very broad distribution of coercivities exhibits
dM/dH.0 at H5Hc , independently of the strength of the
demagnetizing field.

From an experimental point of view it is difficult to
separate magnetostatic and exchange contributions toDeff .
Both are quadratic in the spontaneous magnetizationMs

5uM u and have essentially the same temperature depen-
dence, so that they cannot be distinguished by the
temperature-dependent measurement methods6,11 usually
employed to separateK1 contributions from magnetostatic
contributions. A possibility to trace exchange and magneto-
static contributions toDeff is to exploit their opposite sign.11

The demagnetizing problem becomes even more compli-
cated in two-phase nanostructures. Consider a semihard or
soft ferromagnetic sphere of magnetizationMs , surrounded
by and exchange-coupled to a very hard shell of fixed mag-

netizationMsez . This case is not only scientifically interest-
ing but also of practical interest in two-phase nanomag-
netism, because soft regions are often embedded in a more or
less aligned hard matrix.

The calculation12 is similar to the calculation of nucle-
ation modes in homogeneous magnets, but the free-surface
boundary conditionn"M50 must be replaced by clamped
boundary conditionsM5M sez . It yields two nucleation
modesm(r )5M (r )2M sez : a curling-type mode character-
ized by the angular dependence

m~r !5F~r !sin~u!~cosfey2sinfex! ~6a!

and a purely radial or ‘‘quasi-coherent’’ mode

m~r !5F~r !em , ~6b!

FIG. 2. Demagnetizing-field correction for a Fe/Pt film:~a! raw data,~b!
overskewing due toD51, and~c! infinite-slope method (J5m0M ). Skew-
ing corrections are of practical importance, because they make it possible to
compare the properties of magnets of different shapes.
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whereez . em50. The radial eigenfunctionsF(r ) are spheri-
cal Bessel functions subject to clamped boundary
conditions.12 The quasi-coherentbulging mode@Fig. 3~a!# is
characterized by the nucleation field

HN5
2K1

m0Ms
12p2

A

m0MsR
2 , ~7!

whereas the modified~clamped! curling mode@Fig. 3~b!# ex-
hibits the nucleation field

HN5
2K1

m0Ms
2

1

3
Ms140.382

A

m0MsR
2 . ~8!

The transition between bulging and clamped curling occurs
at Rcoh57.869AA/m0Ms

2, which is somewhat larger than for
free-surface nucleation. Equation~7! amounts to anegative
demagnetizing factorDeff522p2A/m0Ms

2R2, whereas Eq.~8!
predictsDeff,0 for R,11.007AA/m0Ms

2.13

Figure 4 demonstrates the construction of rectangular
hysteresis loops from nucleation fields. Essentially, the
skewing consists in the replacement of an open-circuit nucle-
ation field HN by the appropriate closed-circuit nucleation
field HN8 , but in general this procedure is highly nontrivial.
For example, soft inclusions in a hard matrix may interact
cooperatively in a curling-type fashion, so that theDeff ex-
hibits a complicated dependence on the volume fraction of
the soft phase.

A related effect is the energy product of very small but
prolate ~elongated! soft magnets, where interatomic ex-
change ensures a uniform magnetization state along the axis
of revolution and the energy product isD(12D)m0Ms

2V.3

This means that slightly elongated small particles exhibit an
energy product of nearly 2m0Ms

2/9, that is 800 kJ/m3 @100
MGOe#. However, due to magnetostatic interparticle interac-
tions, this high energy product cannot be realized in the bulk.

Of course, the model considered ignores that the mor-
phology of real magnets gives rise to for random stray fields
and random-anisotropy deviations. This makes the loops

nonrectangular and modifies the coercivity, but it does not
invalidate the qualitative features elaborated in this work.

A more subtle point is the assumption of a ‘‘very hard’’
shell, which leads to the clamped boundary conditions. For
very smallR, whereHN is large, the clamped boundary con-
ditions must be replaced by the general boundary conditions
introduced in Ref. 1. This indicates that the nucleation mode
penetrates from the soft phase into the hard phase~Fig. 2.15
in Ref. 3!.

In conclusion, we have shown that the dependence of
hysteresis loops on the sample shape cannot be reduced to a
homogeneous magnetostatic demagnetizing field. It is, how-
ever, possible to define effective demagnetizing factors
which, in general, contain a negative exchange contribution.
The exchange contribution is particularly important in two-
phase nanomagnets, where they are associated with reversal
mechanisms such as bulging and clamped curling.

This work is supported by NSF and DARPA through
ARO DAA655-98-1-0268.
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FIG. 3. Clamped nucleation modes:~a! bulging and~b! modified curling.
The figure shows thex andy magnetization deviations in thex-y plane~top
view on the equatorial plane!.

FIG. 4. Theoretical demagnetizing-field correction:~a! original loop and~b!
skewed loop~dashed line!. The nucleation fields for the different sample
shapes are discussed in the main text.
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